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DULLES, JOHN FOSTER: Papers, 1951-1959
Telephone Conversations Series
Box 6 Memoranda Tel. Conv. - General March 1957 to April 30, 1957 (4) [MacArthur and Magsaysay’s funeral]

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY: Small Manuscript Collections (Composite Collection), FY 1964-2019
Fiscal Year 1973, A73-5
Box 11 Mrs. William Kollender [two scrapbooks re Eisenhower and General MacArthur]

Fiscal Year 1980, A80-6
Box 34 Tacoma Public Library (18)-(20) [General Douglas MacArthur newspaper clippings]
Box 35 Tacoma Public Library [1951 Life and Saturday Evening Post articles re General Douglas MacArthur]

Fiscal Year 1982, A82-2
Box 37 Paul D. Gray, National Personnel Records Center, National Archives [photocopies of two June 1935 memos from Douglas MacArthur to the Adjutant General re a degree for MacArthur from Norwich University, Northfield, Vermont]

Fiscal Year 1987, A87-5
Box 44 Sara Weil [draft cover of undated issue of Victory with General Douglas MacArthur]

Fiscal Year 1992, A92-4
Box 49 Paul E. Pearson (1) [The MacArthur-Korea Story by Rosalie M. Gordon]

EISENHOWER, DWIGHT D.: Post-Presidential Papers, 1961-1969
1969 Principal File Series
Box 8 PR 3-8 (Miscellaneous Information), February 1969 (5) [Colonel Schulz declines request for Eisenhower to endorse stamp honoring General MacArthur]

Secretary’s Series
Box 11 Sa-- [military pay bill, Douglas MacArthur
Box 20 Eisenhower [Generals MacArthur and Marshall]
Box 21 Ma-- [General MacArthur]

EISENHOWER, DWIGHT D.: Pre-Presidential Papers, 1916-1952
Principal File Series
Box 2 ACHESON, Dean [transfer of Douglas MacArthur, III, to Indo-China]
Box 3 AKIN, Spencer B. [MacArthur headquarters, September 1942]
Box 29 CULLEN, H.R. (1) [Sept. 1951-May 1952] [Cullen to Gen. MacArthur regarding the Presidential nomination]
WHITE HOUSE OFFICE, NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL STAFF: Papers, 1948-1961
Disaster File Series
Box 60 Korea 1951-52 (1)(2) [Presidential and JCS Directives to MacArthur]

WORLD WAR II PARTICIPANTS AND CONTEMPORARIES: Papers
CORDELL, HARRY J.
Service: 6th Infantry Division and 184th Ord Battalion, Europe
Clippings [General MacArthur]

DAVIS, MYRON H.
Service: Life photographer, Southwest Pacific
Memoirs [Douglas MacArthur]

GODMAN, VIRGINIA
Service: Wife of Col. Henry C. Godman, Army Air Corps, Pacific
Memoirs [evacuation of MacArthur]

GRINAGE, RICHARD
Service: Material collected by his mother Mrs. Oscar Grinage of Salina, Kansas, during World War II
Printed Material (1)(2) [booklets on General MacArthur and General Marshall]

HARRIS, LARRY
Service: collector
Scrapbook (1)-(4) [service as press officer to Douglas MacArthur in Philippines]

PUMPHREY, JOHN
Service: Clerk, GHQ, SW Pacific Theater
Printed Material (1)(2) [MacArthur brochure]

STROMQUIST, VERA
Service: Widow of Milton M. Stromquist, C Company, 63rd Infantry Division, Philippines
Miguel Diary #1 [8 December 1941-18 January 1942; news of evacuation of MacArthur]

ORAL HISTORY TRANSCRIPTS:

ALSOP, JOSEPH (OH-156) [describes meeting between Eisenhower and MacArthur in Japan; MacArthur’s concerns for honors to army officers; discussion of presidential politics by MacArthur and Eisenhower]

BEACH, EDWARD L. (OH-128 – Interview #2)

BENEDICT, STEPHEN G. (OH-210 – Part #2) [Oct. 29 - discussion concerning Eisenhower’s taking MacArthur with him to Korea or mentioning him in Chicago speech]

BENNETT, CHARLES (OH-129)

BETTS, THOMAS J. (OH-397 – Interview #1)
BROWNELL, HERBERT (OH-157 – Interview #2) [DDE’s relationship with General MacArthur]

BROWNELL, HERBERT (OH-550) [Hoover would have preferred Douglas MacArthur or Robert Taft but admired Dwight D. Eisenhower; thinks it unlikely that Taft and MacArthur made some kind of agreement prior to the convention]

CANNON, C. CRAIG (OH-77 – Part II) [Eisenhower’s trip to the Far East as chief of staff including a reunion with Douglas MacArthur in Japan]

CLAY, GEN. LUCIUS D. (OH-56 – Interview #1) [his experiences in Philippines, as aide to Gen. MacArthur in War Dept., as Allied Commander, WWII; Gen. MacArthur’s temperament]

CLAY, LUCIUS D. (OH-285 – Interview #2) [Douglas MacArthur at West Point]

CLAY, LUCIUS D. (OH-285 – Interview #6) [controversy between Eisenhower and Douglas MacArthur]

CLAY, LUCIUS D. (OH-285 – Interview #7) [Douglas MacArthur, and relations between Eisenhower and MacArthur]

CLAY, LUCIUS D. (OH-285 – Interview #15) [Douglas MacArthur and Eisenhower as commanders of occupation forces]

CLAY, LUCIUS D. (OH-285 – Interview #26) [Truman-MacArthur controversy]

DEVERS, JACOB L. (OH-377 – Interview #1) [comparison of Douglas MacArthur and George Marshall to Eisenhower]

EISENHOWER, DWIGHT D. (OH-10) [comments on General MacArthur and the war in the Pacific]

EISENHOWER, DWIGHT D. (OH-14) [meeting with General MacArthur concerning Korea shortly after his election as President in 1952]

EISENHOWER, DWIGHT D. (OH-501) [abridged version of an interview with Eisenhower on the subject of his experiences with General Douglas MacArthur; comments on MacArthur’s memory, conversational ability, personality, work habits, and attitude toward rank; Eisenhower’s personal experiences with MacArthur; MacArthur’s Medal of Honor; brief impressions of five generals: Marshall, Conner, MacArthur, Bradley, and Moseley]

EISENHOWER, MILTON S. (OH-292 – Interview #2)

FOLLIARD, EDWARD T. (OH-36) [return of Eisenhower in 1945 and MacArthur in 1951 to Washington and reaction of the crowds; comparison of Eisenhower and MacArthur]

FRANCIS, CLARENCE (OH-374) [Francis’ impressions of MacArthur/Hoover relationship]

GRUENTHER, ALFRED M. (OH-113 – Part I) [anecdote involving Gen. Douglas MacArthur and President Manuel Quezon; Eisenhower's political training including association with MacArthur]

HAGERTY, JAMES C. (OH-91 – Vol. I, Interview #2) [the Eisenhower-MacArthur relationship including the meeting on the subject of Korea]

HANDY, THOMAS T. (OH-486 – Interview #2) [Navy dislike of Douglas MacArthur]

JUDD, WALTER H. (OH-196 – Part III) [anecdote involving Eisenhower and General MacArthur]

LEE, WILLIAM L. (OH-323 – Part I) [arrival of General Douglas MacArthur and staff on October 26, 1935; Lee's interest in a squadron of airplanes for patrol of coastline vs. MacArthur's plan for sea patrol boats]

LEE, WILLIAM L. (OH-323 – Part II) [MacArthur’s problems]
LEE, J. BRACKEN (OH-98)
LUTES, LEROY (OH-408 – Interview #2) [meeting with General MacArthur; comments at length on MacArthur: his reaction to Eisenhower being selected as head of Allied forces in Europe in 1942 and Lutes’ discussions of strategic priorities with MacArthur]
MAZO, EARL (OH-258) [comments on General MacArthur]
MCCORMAC, KEITH (OH-450 - this transcript is bound in Earl Warren’s Campaigns, Volume III: Keith McCormac and Conservative Republicans, 1952] [Thomas Werdel delegation supporting Taft, Douglas MacArthur]
NEVINS, ARTHUR (OH-119 – Interview #1) [comparison between Eisenhower and Douglas MacArthur]
PERSONS, WILTON B. (OH-334 – Part III) [Eisenhower and General MacArthur]
PETERSEN, HOWARD C. (OH-227) [the Eisenhower-Douglas MacArthur relationship]
PYLE, HOWARD K. (OH-120 – Part I) [a comparison of generals Eisenhower and MacArthur]
REID, RALPH W.E. (OH-229) [Joseph Dodge’s work as financial advisor to General MacArthur during occupation of Japan]
ROBERTS, CLIFFORD (OH-266 – Part I) [general comments and an anecdote involving Eisenhower and MacArthur]
SHERROD, ROBERT LEE (OH-237) [anecdote re Eisenhower hearing that President Truman dismissed General MacArthur]
TAIT, EDWARD T. (OH-384 – Interview #2) [proposed overture from General Eisenhower’s staff to General Douglas MacArthur, and MacArthur’s negative response]
TAMES, GEORGE (OH-547 – Interview #1) [working for the Time-Life Washington bureau; covering Douglas MacArthur’s farewell speech]
WEEKS, SINCLAIR (OH-277 – Part II) [Weeks’ involvement in the 1952 campaign including comments about Douglas MacArthur’s candidacy in Texas]
WILCOX, FRANCIS O. (OH-498 – Interview #3) [function of the Foreign Relations Committee and the Armed Services Committee in hearings regarding Douglas MacArthur]
WOODRUFF, ROSCOE B. (OH-404) [Douglas MacArthur’s comments on Eisenhower]
WOODWARD, JACK M. (OH-512) [trip to Philippines with MacArthur]
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